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Outline
Low-latency, why?

1. Why do we need low-latency analysis?
2. What was done in O1.

Towards the early detection of BNS and NSBH signals.

1. Early detections and an observing scenario
2. Increased parameter space
3. Singular value decomposition 
4. Downsampling of waveforms



Why do we want to work in low latency?



Time scales for sending out alerts

Our goal is to make the first stage “detection” happen as quickly as possible



Follow-up Alerts
● EM Follow Up group distributes alerts in real time to follow up facilities
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O1 results
● Gstlal online analysis ran stably       

> 95% uptime.
● Latency typically 1 minute
● Initially used “EM Bright bank”, but 

was changed to full parameter space 
up to 100 solar masses ~ 250,000 
waveforms integrated 
simultaneously.

● GW151226 identified within 70s
● Two other detections (GW150914 

and LVT151012) identified with 
offline analyses.



Prospects for the future:
Towards early detections

We are currently running in O2 with a similar method to what was used in O1.

● Increased mass parameter space, reduced starting frequency

Looking forward to the future there are methods that we can implement and 
challenges to overcome to speed up the analysis to develop an early warning 
system for short Gamma-Ray Bursts.

● Singular value decomposition of templates
● Template downsampling 
● Constructing Signal-to-Noise Ratio time series



Increasing search parameter space
● O1 used 250,000 templates, Mtot = 2-100 solar masses, including spins.
● O2 using 660,000 templates, Mtot = 2-400 solar masses, including spins.

In future searches we will be able to increase this search parameter space to 
cover more sources:

● Higher/lower total mass limits (sub-solar mass search)
● Precessing spins
● Tidal deformities
● Lower starting frequencies

This will also result in an increase in computational costs.



Observing scenario
Gravitational wave detectors produce a trigger 30s before merger.

A BAT-like detector is slewed to the sky patch predicted by GW 
network within 30s.

BAT observes the prompt GRB emission and fixes the source within a 
sub-arcsecond sky patch.

XRT instruments follow-up the prompt X-ray emission.



Increased sensitivity 



Increased sensitivity 
As sensitivity increases we are able to use templates starting with lower frequencies.

● O1, fmin = 25Hz, ~250,000 templates used in cbc search
● O2, fmin = 15Hz, ~660,000 templates used. Increased mass parameter space.
● aLIGO design, fmin = 10Hz, ~1,000,000+
● ET, fmin = 5 Hz, millions of templates



Waveform downsampling
● Split template waveforms up into 

different sections, where each 
section is filtered with a different 
sampling frequency.

● This split occurs at each 2n and 
requires a fs at 2n+1.

● Low frequency components 
require less computational 
power even though waveform is 
longer.

Cannon et al. 2012, The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 748, Number 2



LLOID algorithm
Each downsampled waveform section is 
filtered against data and then recombined.

● Starting with with the lowest sampling 
frequency, the SNR can be calculated.

● If total SNR does not pass a threshold 
value by 256 Hz or 512 Hz, then 
assume it is not a signal.

● Removes the computational costs of 
adding higher fs sections.

Cannon et al. 2012, The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 748, Number 2



We filter 
orthonormal 
basis functions 
derived from 
singular value 
decomposition 
to make 
time-domain 
filtering 
possible.



Early detections
● Outputting a signal-to-noise time series allows us to 

track an inspiraling signal.
● If the SNR passes some threshold value an early 

alert can be sent out before the point of 
coalescence.

● Area of 90% confidence region decreases 
with SNR

Cannon et al. 2012, The Astrophysical Journal, Volume 748, Number 2



Challenges and Benefits
● Analysis should produce triggers within few seconds after the signal reaches 

30 Hz
○ wall clock latency from data transfers, etc. ~ 5 s, analysis should be 

complete in 5 s
● Telescope slew times have to be <~ 30 s
● Early warning will be available if the source is within 180 Mpc for aLIGO/AdV; 

and z=0.42 for ET
● Early warning could be produced for 2% of all events

○ this could ~0.25 per year in aLIGO, ~500 in ET

Slide courtesy of B. S. Sathyaprakash



Open Challenges
Other challenges that are either being worked on or need to be considered:

● Reduce latency in online analysis; Data transfer, data whitening, filtering and 
signal reconstruction.

● Introduce low-latency data quality measure to remove potential glitches from 
data (or just ignore the data). Implementing machine learning. iDQ.

● Low-latency sky-localisation, already implemented with BayeStar.
● How to calculate significance as we move from noise dominant data to signal 

dominant data.



Thank you


